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James And His New Bicycle 
  

 

 

 

James is trying to ride his new bicycle. 

He just got it yesterday, on his 7th 

birthday, a gift from his grandmother. A 

shiny, red two-wheeled bicycle that 

looked lovely! He was just too excited 

and could not wait to go out and try it 

out. 

Now here he was, in the park with his 

father. His father would grab tightly 

the bicycle and he would sit upon it. He 

would reach the pedals and start pushing 

them, but as soon as his father would let 

his hands loose, he just would not 

balance himself, and down would come he 

and his bicycle. It was a good thing his 

mother had made him wear a protective 

helmet.  

He was exhausted and worn out after 

falling off repeatedly, but he did not 

give up. He practiced and practiced hard 

and finally he was able to do it! “Yayyy”, 

he exclaimed, “I have done it!” 
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James And His New Bicycle 
 

Tick     the correct answer.  Tick     the correct answer. 
 

1. How old is James now?            1. shiny 

a. James is six years old.      a. dull 

b. James is seven years old.     b. simple 

c. James is eight years old.     c. multicolored 

d. James is five years old.      d. bright 
 

2. What would his father do to the bicycle?  2. grab 

a. His father would push the bicycle forward.  a. pick 

b. His father would push the pedals of the bicycle. b. hold 

c. His father would grab tightly the bicycle.   c. jump 

d. His father would  grab the seat of the bicycle.  d. stretch 

 

3. What did he wear to protect his head?   3. exhausted 

a. A magician’s hat       a. fresh 

b. A football cap       b. surprised 

c. A baby’s fur cap       c. tired 

d. A protective helmet      d. sleepy 

 

4. What was he able to do in the end?   4. repeatedly 

a. He was able to ride his bicycle.    a. continuously 

b. He was able to ride with his father.   b. quickly 

c. He was able to go to school.     c. cheerfully 

d. He was able to help his friend.    d. easily 


